Engineering without limits

Customer profile

U.K. firm operates its IT environment with computing
resources based in Iceland and powered by
renewable energy.

Engineering | United Kingdom

“All of our work is focused on providing
sustainable options to our clients, where
we can save them a lot of energy.”
Rob Rowsell

Head of Built Environment, Wirth Research

Business needs
Wirth Research needs access to sustainable processing
power to drive data-intensive workflows for computational
fluid dynamics and rapid prototyping.

Business results
• Reducing the carbon footprint for the company and its clients
• Cutting the costs of compute with energy-efficient computing

Solutions at a glance
• HPC as a Service from Verne Global,
powered by renewable energy
• Dell EMC PowerEdge C6525 servers with
AMD EPYC™ processors
• InfiniBand® networking
• Dell EMC all-flash storage

• Gaining flexible access to IT resource with HPC as a Service
• Solving complex engineering problems with the power of
computational fluid dynamics
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Solving complex engineering
problems
Wirth Research is dedicated to the belief that life can
be more enjoyable and more sustainable through its
technologies. To that end, the U.K.-based company
works to make buildings better places to live, work and
shop, and to make vehicles more energy-efficient, all
while providing the firm’s clients with compelling returns
on their investments.
Launched in 2003, Wirth Research was initially focused
on designing racecars. In the company’s early years,
chassis developments engineered by Wirth Research
helped Honda-powered IndyCars achieve record
numbers of victories, including Honda’s first Indy
500 race win. In the ensuring years, aerodynamics
innovations from Wirth Research, driven by
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, helped
the firm’s motorsports clients achieve victory after
victory in races around the world, including many wins
on IndyCar and F1 circuits.
As Wirth Research evolved, its focus on airflow-related
dynamics expanded beyond motorsports to encompass
similar engineering problems across a wide range of
use cases, including those for commercial vehicles,
high-rise buildings, defense and aerospace. In essence,
the company took its specialized techniques refined
in racing and applied them to different industries and
sectors. In this evolution, the company’s focus shifted to
sustainability-related issues, according to Rob Rowsell,
Head of Built Environment at Wirth Research.

“Today, all the work we do is about sustainability,” says
Rowsell, who also serves as the company’s engineering
manager and oversees IT and operations. “We don’t
do any motorsport work anymore, but we use those
motorsport techniques that try to make a car very efficient
and go as fast as possible for a certain amount of fuel.
We now leverage those same techniques to design other
things that are very efficient and perform well but use a
lot less fuel, electricity or other types of energy.”

The path to more efficient HPC
Commercial vehicles that use less gasoline. Buildings
that leverage efficient natural ventilation schemes.
Grocery store refrigerators that keep the cold air in,
rather than spilling it out on the feet of shoppers.
These are among the challenges that Wirth Research
engineers conquer with CFD and other computer-aided
engineering tools — and they are all powered by high
performance computing systems.
From its earliest years, Wirth Research leveraged in-house
HPC systems to run its CFD workloads, and over time
those systems grew into a rather large and energy-hungry
cluster. This created a bit of a paradox for the company.
In its day-to-day work, Wirth Research was helping its
clients cut their energy consumption, but in carrying out the
firm’s engineering work it was consuming a relatively large
amount of electricity in its computer room.
“All of our work is focused on providing sustainable
options to our clients, where we can save them a lot of
energy,” Rowsell says.

“Our engineering expertise and commitment to
problem solving enable us to fast track proven design
solutions for real-world challenges. Innovation through
CFD modelling and rapid prototyping are our core
competence.”
Nick Wirth
Founder and Technical Director
Wirth Research
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“With our passion for sustainability
and the pandemic forcing everyone
to work from home, we saw an
opportunity to massively reduce our
carbon footprint by relocating our
computing resources to Iceland.”
Rob Rowsell
Head of Built Environment
Wirth Research

“Yet we had a big CFD cluster that used a lot of
electricity so we wanted to do something about that. We
wanted to try to become a lot more efficient in the way
we worked.”
When the opportunity arose to replace the company’s
aging compute and storage hardware, energy efficiency
was a big part of the upgrade considerations. This
process led Rowsell and his colleagues to Dell EMC
PowerEdge servers based on 2nd-generation AMD
EPYC™ processors.
“We worked with Dell Technologies to do a lot of
benchmarking work, and we found that with the
efficiency of the AMD EPYC 2 systems, we could cut the
electricity demand of our workflow by approximately 70
percent,” Rowsell says. “That was huge.”

Capitalizing on renewable energy
At the same time that they were developing
specifications for a new, more efficient HPC
environment, Rowsell and his IT colleagues were
considering a new location for their computing facilities
— Iceland, the land of abundant low-cost, renewal
energy from hydropower and geothermal resources.
And now the time seemed right to think seriously about
a move in that direction.

“The footprint of the new installation was going to be
a lot smaller, and the energy consumption of the new
installation was going to be a lot smaller, which meant
that suddenly we could put the facilities wherever we
wanted,” Rowsell says.
And then came COVID-19, and a global pandemic that
brought a sea change in the way people work. The IT
team at Wirth Research was suddenly in the business of
supporting large numbers of employees working remotely
from home offices and virtual desktop infrastructure.
“Initially we considered Iceland for just the compute side
of the CFD,” Rowsell says. “And then suddenly we had
everyone working from home and remoting-in, and I
thought, well, why don’t we put the whole lot in Iceland?
We will replace everything, virtualize all the desktops
and all the servers and put everything — HPC, CFD,
virtualized desktops and workstations, and data storage
— all in one place in Iceland, somewhere nice and
secure, with great redundancy on power and everything
else, and have everyone remote in.”
After analyzing different options for the location of the
facilities, and considering the financial implications,
Wirth Research opted to go with Verne Global, a data
center solutions provider based in Iceland.
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Bloomberg London | This project applied Wirth Research’s expert CFD and aerodynamic knowledge to a large scale, high-profile, city center
project, considering natural ventilation and the internal environment.

Verne Global, a Dell Technologies partner, makes the
shift to hosted resources easy for its clients. The firm
offers services and capabilities that go far beyond the
general Infrastructure-as-a-Service offerings of today’s
hyperscale cloud data centers. Via its HPC-as-a-Service
offerings, the company provides customizable baremetal servers on a reserved and on-demand basis,
with all resources supported by a highly knowledgeable
HPC technical team. And, of course, it’s all powered
by Iceland’s plentiful supply of clean energy at a
predictable price.

“With our passion for sustainability and the pandemic
forcing everyone to work from home, we saw an
opportunity to massively reduce our carbon footprint by
relocating our computing resources to Iceland,” Rowsell
says. “And now we’re able to provide sustainable
solutions to our clients using a zero carbon tool. I don’t
know of anyone else who can do that.”
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Learn more about advanced computing

Unlock the value of data with artificial intelligence
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